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RELEASE NO: 78-188
GE TO BUILD IMPROVED LANDSAT SATELLITE
The General Electric Company's Space Division,
Philadelphia, has signed a $77 million contract with NASA
to build Landsat-D, the most advanced Earth resources
monitoring satellite system to date.
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The incentive contract cost includes a $5 million fee
v/LLh additional earnings of up to $4.3 million depending
upon how well the system performs once the satellite is
in orbit.
Scheduled for launch in the fall of 1981, Landsat-D
is the fourth in a series of experimental satellites
designed to explore the Earth from more than 640 kilometers
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In addition to the multi-spectral scanner (MSS)
carried by the first three Landsats, Landsat-D will carry
a sensor known as the thematic mapper (TM) which will
provide a spatial resolution approximately three times as
detailed as its predecessor multi-spectral scanners (MSS).
- more -
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The new sensor will be able to discriminate area
features.as small as 0.2 acres IFOy as compared to the
1.2 acre IFOV resolution of present systems. IFOY is a
technical designation for instantanepus field of view.
•Improved spatial' resolution, ; along witl; the narrower,
task,-oriented spectral bands, will enable ih§ users to
extract much more detailed and timely •information,
The contract also calls for a backup spacecraft;
a data management system; an operations cpntrpl center
to; be located at the N.^ SA Goddard Space FljLght Center (GSFC) ,
Greenbelt, Md.; a...transportable ground station; and 9.
Landsat assessment system, to quantify and demonstrate the
advantages of the thematic mapper.over the MSS.
Landsat data is primarily used for the monitoring
and management of food and fiber resources, water resources,
mineral and petroleum .explorations and 'land cpve,r and land
use mapping.
The Landsat-p instruments and missipn-'unique equipment
.will be installed aboard a Multi-mission Modular Spacecraf i:
'MMS)-, a general purpose Earth-prbiting satellite bus which
is being developed by NASA to supply the basic functions
of power, propulsion, attitude cpntrol, gommurvications
and data handling.as well as the structure to Accommodate
a broad range of scientific and applicatipns-rtype pay loads.
The MMS will be designed to be retrievable by the Space Shuttle
T more -
Certain .additipnal mission-unique equipment required
. : • " ' " ' . * * >
by the Landsat-D mission and not furnished by NASA with
the J>1MS are? .the- solar ; array and its drive mechanism.
Tracking and. Pater Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) antenna, a
wide band communications module and. a global positioning
system. The mission' will utilize, the TDRSS at Ku band to
relay paylLpa^ InfQrmation to the ground station at White
Sands, VNJwi. In addition, direct transmission .tp the ground
of wide baiid da^ a; at X-rband and S-band (MgS only) will
provide djtrept readout; of Landsat-D data by foreign
ground .
The T^l and: l^ SS data will be recorded at the TDRSS
ground station and transmitted via Domsat satellites to
the GSFC for prepspocrs sing.
The spacecraft is scheduled to begin operation in
late 1981 and wi^l have a nominal three-year mission
lifetime. •
Expected.. to. pairtgLgipate. in the Landsat-D mission are
such .federajL agencies as the Departments of Agriculture,
Commerce, interior and State. Also using the Landsat-D data
•./j.ll be a number 'of states and foreign governments.
The La,ndsatr-D mission will be managed by NASA's Office
of Space and Terrestrial Applications with project management
at the Gpddard Space Flight Center.
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